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The Digital Connected Campus

Metropolitan Community College
▶ 2-Year Public College with 9 Campuses in Nebraska
▶ Student FTE: approximately 14,000
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▶ ERP: Ellucian Colleague®
▶ Softdocs customer since 2017
▶ Migration from ImageNow to Etrieve Enterprise Content
Management (ECM): Content, Flow and Forms
▶ MCC also chose to employ Serve, Softdocs’ print
customization solution

We essentially only had five days to prepare once we
decided to go virtual due to COVID-19. Fortunately,
Financial Aid had been set up in Etrieve for a year and
a half, which helped us tremendously. Then we had to
get several other departments set up with e-forms and
train the users much faster than we had anticipated.
It actually accelerated people using Etrieve. Now we
are further along in our efforts to go paperless!
AMANDA LANDHOLM
ENTERPRISE APPLICATION ANALYST
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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From ECM Migration to the Cloud, MCC is
Powering Through To Paperless
▶ MCC migrated to Etrieve by Softdocs primarily due to lack of
service being provided to them while using their legacy
system, ImageNow
▶ Since moving to Etrieve, they have developed over 60 forms
for Financial Aid alone. This has taken the Financial Aid process
virtually paperless and processing time has been reduced from
days or weeks to just hours
▶ Verification is now going paperless, shortening processing time
and increasing accuracy to existing and prospective students
▶ When migrating from ImageNow to Etrieve, MCC also achieved
another key goal—a move to the Cloud

Etrieve being in the Cloud helps so much with support.
I don’t have to do all the installs that I did previously.
I don’t even have to leave my desk. Having our ECM
solution in the cloud has actually saved our institution
not only time, but money during a time that we really
need both!
AMANDA LANDHOLM
Enterprise Application Analyst
Metropolitan Community College
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